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1. What ideology has always been the “great foe of Fundamentalism”?_____________________

2. What is the name of the French philosopher, born in 1596, that believed that “each person is a

law unto himself,” and who also developed the maxim, “I think therefore I am”?____________

3. (1) What heretical hypothesis did Jean Astruc (1684-1788) developed based on his incorrect

and  faithless view of Genesis, and  (2) briefly explain Astruc’s wrong hypothesis?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

4. Hermann Reimarus denied the occurrence of Biblical miracles and he only viewed the

Scripture as mere literature.  For what did Reimarus’ radical views lay the foundation?

___________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the primary tenet of religious pluralism? ____________________________________

6. What “new theology” kept the appearance of orthodoxy while at the same time undermined

the very foundation of orthodoxy? _______________________________________________ 

7. Taylor and Finney were proponents of a form of Pelagianism.  (1) What is Pelagianism? and

(2) what is wrong with this doctrine which was repackaged at Yale Divinity School?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

8. What two men, cited by Beale, denied the imputation of Adam’s sin upon all his descendants?

___________________________________________________________________________

9. (1) What did Charles M. Sheldon (1857-1946),  pastor of Central Congregation Church in

Topeka Kansas teach to his congregation and write in his book In His Steps concerning the

condition of society; and (2) what do you think about Sheldon’s position? _________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

10. (1) Why did the Unitarian, Joseph Thayer, resign as professor of sacred literature at Andover

in 1882?  and (2) to what school did he go after Andover?  and (3) what popular reference

book did Thayer develop in 1886? _______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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11.  “Future probation” was endorsed by two missionary candidates and defended by in The

Andover Review by E. C. Smyth and other Andover professors.  Define future probation

___________________________________________________________________________

12. Between Andover and Harvard, who had the larger library?____________________________

13. Rauschenbusch desired to see society changed by mans own merit.  To what odd and anti-

Biblical view of sin did he adhere (how did he define sin)? ____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

14. What individual, known for his imperative, influenced German theologians for the worse?

___________________________________________________________________________

15. What horrific stream of false teaching did Strauss propose is his work, Life of Jesus?

___________________________________________________________________________

16. What became the three pillars of Liberalism after the Civil War?________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

17. How did the Charles Hodge of Princeton Seminary respond to Darwinism?

___________________________________________________________________________

18. How did the James McCosh of Princeton University respond to Darwinism?

___________________________________________________________________________

19. What jaw dropping adaptation or proviso  did the apostate, Lyman Abbott, suggested in his

book, Evolution of Christianity, should be applied to Scripture? ________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

20. Name the three men cited in the book who  were opponents of Darwinism after World War I.

___________________________________________________________________________

21. What is one reason Charles Darwin questioned Christianity? __________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

22. Name one of the three men that evangelized the foreigners who attended the World’s

Parliament of Religions in 1893? ________________________________________________

23. What dangerous trend grew after the publication of Essays and Reviews in 1860?

__________________________________________________________________________.

24. Name the four areas of the Old Testament that the higher critics oppose, questioned and

attacked. ___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

25. (1) What view and (2) what individual did Princeton Seminary professor, William Henry Green

oppose in the Hebraica? _______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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